tissue Paz; tissue 02 diffusion ; brain 02 utilization; 02 solubility A TRANSPORT MECHANISM (facilitated diffusion) for O2 in some tissues has been postulated by Wyman ( 19), and Longmuir ( 11, 12) suggests an oxygen carrier in some tissues. In addition, Longmuir (9) describes a dependence of -iro2 on POT in rat liver, whereas Gore (5) describes a similar relationship in frog sartorius muscle; and the studies of Chance (2) on mitochondrial respiration indicate a probable K, (K, being the Paz at which metabolism is reduced to one-half the maximum rate) in all tissues. The availability of a micro oxygen electrode (17) offered a unique approach to these problems.
In order to determine what kind of transport mechanism exists in cat cerebral cortex, Po2 profiles were measured in freshly excised tissue. The data were found to be consistent with the classical diffusion equation
at Pea values in the range of 25 mm Hg and above. Since the data are consistent with the classical diffusion equation they provide the information necessary for calculation of the rate of consumption and diffusion for 02 in the tissue.
The solubility coefficient for oxygen cannot be readily measured by ordinary means in a metabolizing tissue and thus, the Krogh diffusion coefficient (diffusion coefficient multiplied by solubility coefficient) is ordinarily reported. To our knowledge, the method to be described here is the only technique for estimating the solubility coefficient as well as determining the rate of 02 consumption and diffusion in soft labile tissue. METHODS 
AND MATERIALS
For these experiments, Z-to 3-kg cats of mixed breeding and of both sexes were used. Tissue Paz was measured with recessed micro 02 electrodes ( 17). These electrodes have long tapering tips of 1-2 p diameter and no tissue distortion was observed through the microscope during penetration.
The oxygen electrode current was measured with a Keithley 416 electrometer and electrode depth was monitored via a potentiometer attached to the micrometer used to introduce the electrode into the tissue (see Fig. 1 ). The solution used for electrode calibration and tissue perfusion was a physiological salt solution ( 154 mM NaCl, 5.6 mM KCl, 5.0 mM NaHC03, and 2.8 mM CaClz) with 100 mg/ 100 ml glucose added. It was continuously bubbled with either 98 % He-2 % C02, 25 % 02-2 % C02-73 % NZ, 2% 022% C02-96% NZ, or 50% 02-Z % COZ-48 % Nz in bottles maintained at 37 C in a constant-temperature bath. The 2 % CO:! gas mixtures maintained the pH of the bicarbonate-buffered solution at 7.2-7.3. A valve arrangement allowed a rapid change of the solution flowing through the tissue chamber.
Electrode calibration was checked near the solution inlet before and after each tissue penetration. All profiles in tissue were taken with 50 % O2 saturated solution flowing.
The animals were anesthetized with 40 mg/kg of pentobarbital given intraperitoneally. The head of the animal was then shaved and the top of the brain exposed. To expose the brain, a midline incision was made from anterior to posterior in the scalp and the entire top of the skull was removed by cutting around it with a dental drill. Bleeding was controlled with Gelfoam (Upjohn), the dura was carefully removed from the exposed cortex, and the brain was covered with a saline-soaked gauze sponge. A slice of cortical tissue about 0.5 cm x 1 cm x 1 mm was removed from the cat with a scalpel. The pia was carefully removed from the slice and the tissue was mounted in the chamber as shown in Fig. 2 of the tissue slice. After equilibration of the tissue in the solution, the electrode was introduced into the tissue in 20-p steps and allowed to stabilize for about 10 set at each depth as shown in Fig. 3 ; Pea and electrode depth (above and below the tissue surface) were recorded on a Varian stripchart recorder. Each tissue slice was initially used for several penetrations, but it was found that each successive penetration showed a greater critical depth for 02, indicating tissue deterioration.
In the calculations that follow, only data from the first penetration in each slice were used. In addition to the tissue slice studies, artificial tissues were made by stirring yeast or brain cortex homogenates into dilute (about 0.5 %) liquid agar solutions buffered to pH 7.0 with NaHC03 at 40 C and allowing them to solidify at room temperature.
Profiles of Pof versus depth were also determined in these media, but at room temperature and without solution flowing over them.
The procedure used to obtain data for estimation of the solubility coefficient consisted of mounting fresh tissue slices as mentioned before. However, the electrode was introduced into the tissue, without recording depth, to a position where the Paz was less than 25 mm Hg. The perfusing solution was then switched from 50% 02 to 2 % O2 and the change in POT with time was recorded.
As this procedure required very little time, several determinations were made in each tissue slice.
RESULTS

AND CALCULATIONS
The data shown in Fig. 4 are first penetration profiles in 13 tissue slices from three cats. In order to determine whether this data can be described by the classical diffusion equation, the equation was rearranged and the data plotted in the following way. The equation, ac a2C -= at D~-V02 where C is oxygen concentration, D is the diffusion coefficient for oxygen, x is depth into the metabolizing media, t is time, and Voz is oxygen consumption per unit volume of tissue, is found in numerous texts ( 1, 3) and its derivation and solution will not be discussed here. Under the conditions of this study, the boundary conditions are those of an infinite plane with one-dimensional diffusion such that the PO:! falls to zero at some depth into the tissue. The critical thickness or depth to zero POT was always less than 150 p and, thus, the width and length (5 mm x 10 mm) are more than 30 times the thickness, making diffusion from the edges negligible.
The to make the substitution C/S = P, where S is the solubility coefficient for 02 in the tissue and P is the tissue Paz. The diffusion equation then becomes :
it is rearranged to: slight temperature changes and inability to determine precisely the tissue surface, the plot of the means of the converted data points in the form (PO -P)/X versus X is consistent with a straight line, as seen in Fig. 5 .
Since the variation in the data is considerable, it was decided to see whether another diffusion equation might describe the data equally well. The same assumptions were made with the exception that the J?o, was assumed to be proportional to the POT or oxygen concentration at any point. This yields the equation:
where Q is oxygen consumption per unit volume of tissue per unit of concentration.
The steady-state solution to equation 5 is :
Thus, if this equation described oxygen transfer in the tissue, the natural log of the data should plot as a straight-line function of X. Figure 5 shows that it does not and the implication is that the diffusion and utilization of 02 by cat cerebral cortex is described by the classical diffusion equation, equation 3. However, while it is not evident from In an effort to further describe the tissue respiration at low Peg values, additional data were recorded from five tissue slices at 10 times greater sensitivity.
At the increased sensitivity, the electrode was introduced into the tissue without regard to depth from the surface; Pas versus depth was then recorded and plotted from 25 mm Hg down to less than 0.5 mm Hg. As can be seen from Fig. 6 this expanded plot of (PO -P)/X versus X is not consistent with a straight line and indicates that a K, or critical Paz may exist at about 2 mm Hg.
In view of the fact that the data plot as a straight line at high Poe is predicted by the rearranged classical diffusion equation (equation 4), v02 and DS can be calculated from the data. In Fig. 4 plots of (PO -P)/ X versus X for each of the 13 profiles, vo2/2 DS was determined graphically.
The mean was found to be 2.65 X 1o-2 =t 0.314 X 1o-2 mm Hg/pz. Substituting Vo2 = 0.0898 ml 02/cm3*min, DS = 0.129 ml 02/cm2.min atm across 1 p, or DS = 1.29 X 10d5 ml 02/cm2~minatm across 1 cm of tissue.
The critical depth (X,) used for calculating vo2 was determined by taking the mean of the critical depths for the 13 inidividual profiles. The slope of the plot of (PO -P)/X used for calculating DS was determined by taking the mean of the slopes of the 13 individual plots. The mean values were obtained in this way in order to provide meaningful estimates of the standard error of these parameters.
'ire, and DS could also be calculated by graphically reading XC from Fig. 4 and the slope of (PO -p>/X from (0.081 ml O&m3 tissueemin) and DS (1.31 )( 10m5 ml O&m2 l atm l min across 1 cm), the estimate of XC is biased and no means of estimating the precision of XC or the slope of the (PO -p>/X plot is available.
It is easy to see that this estimate of XC is biased as the mean profile does not reach zero Po2 until all of the individual profiles have reached zero. .250
To further demonstrate the validity of the method it was decided to measure PO:! profiles in a substance with known properties.
For this purpose, a culture of bakers' yeast was prepared in agar as described in the previous section. Microscopic inspection of a section indicated a uniform despersion of cells. In this medium the diffusion coefficient is a constant determined by the agar concentration. Longmuir ( 10) and Winsler ( 18) have reported the K, for 02 in yeast cells to be about 0.3 mm Hg; thus, the Po2 profiles in this substance when plotted as (Pa -p>/X versus X should be linear down to very low Po2 levels. Figure 7 is a plot of the means of five profiles and (PO -P)/X versus X is a linear plot. It should also be noted that the ratio vo2/DS appears in equation 4 and although very unlikely, it would be possible for both J?o2 and DS to be dependent on Po2 in the same way so that the ratio remained constant. To eliminate the possibility that DS is variable, cat cortex was homogenated and stirred in liquid agar to give a homogeneous respiring medium in which DS was a constant fixed by the agar. Figure 8 represents the mean of five PO:! profiles in this medium, and again, the plot of (PO -p>/X versus X is a straight line. This implies that vo2 for the brain cells is constant and independent of Paz. being first positive or into the slice, later negative, and finally again positive. Individual curves in the family of data curves were so nearly parallel that graphically measuring the differences in slopes resulted in a large error.
In view of this difficulty, S was estimated by measuring the rate of change of POT at points deep in the tissue where the initial Peg was between 10 and 25 mm Hg. As can be seen from Fig. 4 glass tip of the oxygen electrode could not be visualized against the white brain tissue with our dissecting microscope. Thus, the point at which the electrode was believed to have entered the tissue surface was probably in error by several microns.
Temperature of the tissue chamber also drifted with time. It was clearly evident that the critical depth decreased with small increases in temperature. While those profiles in which the temperature was known to have varied as much as 0.1 C from 37 C were not used for analysis, temperature must be considered as having contributed to the variation of the data. A factor which undoubtedly contributed to variation in S was tissue movement due to switching from one perfusing solution to another. On some occasions the tissue slice could be observed (through the microscope) to move vertically as one perfusing solution 41 sis. While these are all important sources of variation, one would not expect them to introduce any systematic error or change in calculated means. Several factors which probably did introduce systematic error are the value used for the diffusion coefficient for the perfusing solution and the failure to consider flux in the calculation of S. However, when the values calculated for DS and S are used to calculate D, one obtains a value of 1.54 X 10V5 cm2/sec. When this figure is compared to D= 1.7 X low5 cm2/sec as reported by Thews ( 16) for human gray matter, it is seen that they differ by only 10%. As the value calculated for DS was in the range of values determined by other means for tissues (8) this comparison lends confidence to the estimate of S. The value determined for vo2 is several times the value reported for whole human brain by the method of Kety and Schmidt ( 14), but this is to be expected as the metabolic rate of gray matter is known to be greater than in the white fiber tracts.
Examination of Fig. 6 reveals that the maximum slope of the plot of (PO -P)/X versus X for brain tissue below 25 mm Hg is greater than the slope of the plot in Fig. 5 for tissue at higher PO 2. From equation 4 it is evident that these slopes should be the same. The low Po2 profile (Fig. 6 ) was a separate experiment done several weeks after the experiments which determined the data for Figs. 4 and 5. While the time difference would not be expected to affect the results, the experiment was done using five tissue slices from one animal of a new group of younger cats. The difference in the slope of Fig. 6 was attributed to the fact that only one animal was used and it was from a group of younger animals. As the primary purpose of Fig. 6 was to describe the relationship at low PO:! it is used only to indicate the probable dependence of vo2 on Po2 at low Po2. The slope of Fig. 5 Solving for rd by trial and error, rd = 18.6 p. Silver's ( 13) in vivo studies indicated Pas peaks at approximately 40-p intervals. He indicated that histological studies showed that these peaks occur as the electrode passed a capillary. Thus rd in rat brain was about 20 p.
Teleologically we would expect rd to be considerably less than rc in brain tissue. If, as seems to be the case, the tissue has a critical Pop of about 2 mm Hg, it would seem unlikely that some cells would be respiring at a much lower rate than others. Such would be the case if rd was nearly equal rc.
The minimum domain POT can be calculated from the To the best of our knowledge, this is the first technique which provides a method for determining the regional voz and the diffusion coefficient in soft tissues such as brain. The disadvantages of manometric and Krogh diffusion studies in soft tissue are obvious while this method utilizes only data from the uncut surface of fresh tissue slices at 37 C. If the half-maximum respiration rate occurs at 2 mm Hg and the minimum tissue Paz is greater than 5 mm Hg, assuming a constant metabolic rate would not likely introduce a large error into the calculation of rd. However, the only significant evidence for the adequacy of a cylindrical model is that rd calculated from this model agrees very well with the capillary domain as measured by Silver ( 13). We believe the techniques described in this paper provide a method for determining whether a transport system for
